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4-Tunnellaser Series                                   General Instuctions 

 

First we want to thank you for the selection of our L2500 4 

tunnellaser series and wish you allot of fun and pleasure with 

this laser model. 

 

This manual is edited for the following lasermodels: 

L2500 

 

Read this manual carefully so that the use of the laser as 

optimal and safe as possible is for you and others. 

 

This laser serie creates perfect and professional effects wich 

are programmed in the laser, wich can be used in dmx-, auto-

and music mode. 

 

Please check the carton box if all is pressent on the list below 

( box content ), in case of incomplete content or damage you 

need to contact the shop, company or dealer where you 

purchased the laser from. 

 

Box content: 

1x L2500 Serie laser. 

1x Power kabel ( eu ) 

1x Manual    
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Important ( safety ): 

1. make no direct eyecontact with the laserbeams. 

2. do not turn the laser constantly on and off. 

3. the laser is only for use inside, do not use the laser in a 

    wet or moist environment. 

4. the work temperature of the laser is 18-30 degrees. 

5. the laserdiodes may be active for max. 4 hours  straight 

    ( if longer then 4 hours it can shorten the diodes lifetime )  

    let the laserdiodes cool down for longer lifetime. 

6. clean the laser only with a dry tissue. 

7. never open up the laser when defect. 

8. warningstickers may not be removed from the laser.  

9. parts that have to be replaced only replace them with the  

    exact same parts. 
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4-Tunnellaser Serie                            Technical Specifications 

 

Laser: 250MW 650NM/532NM class 3B dpss laser diodes. 

Color: red 2x100MW 650NM, green 2x25MW 532NM. 

Control: music, auto, dmx 512 ( 7 channel ), master/Slave. 

Effects: 100 patterns, 300 effects. 

Connection: 3 pin xlr for dmx or master/slave. 

Power consumption: 30/50 watt 

Power supply: ac 110 volt of ac 220-240 volt 50-60hz. 

Fuse: 2 ampère 250 volt. 

Measurement: 560x195x100mm. 

Weight: 7.8/9.5kg. 

 

4-Tunnellaser Serie                                                    Functions 

 

Controlmode: 

The laser has 4 controlmodes dmx512, sound, auto and 

master/slave. 

 

Programs:  

Pre-programmed laser patterns ( 100 ) and ( 300 ) laser 

effects. 

 

Dmx-control: 

The laser has 7 dmx channels and the black-out function the 

laser beams stay off if there is no dmx signal. 

 

Master/slave function: 

You can link up a maximum of 31 lasers together in master/ 

slave ( 1 master, 31 slave ) in sound or auto mode. 
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Led indications rearside: 

Bleu led: sound modus/microphone active 

Red led: laser active 

Green led: dmx mode active 

 

Dpss laser: 

Stable green and red laser diodes wich has long lifetime if  

properly used. 

 

4-Tunnellaser Serie                                       Front/Rear Laser 

 

REAR 

 
1. power                          6. sensitivity knob 

2. on/off                          7. xlr in/out 

3. ventilator                    8. microphone 

4. dipswitch mode          9. led microphone 

5. led mode                    10. power led 
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Front 

 
1. laserbeams  

 

4-Tunnellaser Serie                                           Function Mode 

 

Sound Mode: 

The laser reacts to the sound of the Music, by the build in 

microphone, in wich the laser plays the graphics and effects 

that has bin programmed in the laser. The laser shuts off 

after 8 seconds if there is no sound. Use the sensitivity knob 

to set the sound sensitivity of the laser. 

 

Auto Mode:  

In auto mode the laser plays automaticly the graphics and 

effects wich has bin programmed in the laser in the same 

order. Beware the laser does NOT shut off by it self. 

 

Dmx control: 

Depending how much channels the laser has, you can use a 

dmx 512 controller or dmx 512 pc-software to control the 

laser and make your own lasershows. The L2500 series has  

7 dmx channels and a black-out function. 
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4-Tunnellaser Serie                                  Dmx Channel Chart 

 

Channel Function Value Discription 

0 ~ 49 Laser off 

50 ~ 99 Static patterns 

100 ~ 149 Dynamic patterns 

150 ~ 199 Music/Sound mode 

 

 

CH 1 

 

 

Mode 

 

200 ~ 255 Automatic mode 

CH 2 Pattern 

Selection 

0 ~ 255 52 Static/Dynamic 

Patterns  

CH 3 X 0 ~ 255 Position X 

CH 4 Y 0 ~ 255 Position Y 

CH 5 Scan 

Speed 

0 ~ 255 0= fast 

255= slow 

 

CH 6 

Dynamic  

pattern 

play speed 

 

0 ~ 255 

10 speed positions 

0= fast 

255= slow 

 

CH 7  

Static 

pattern- 

size 

 

0 ~ 255 

0= small 

255= big 

 

4-Tunnellaser Serie                                   Dmx Settings Laser 

 

To select a mode you have to set a function via the dipswitch 

on the rear side of the laser ( see page 4 picture rear nr 4 ) 

with the dipswitch you can set the function u want to use. 

Every switch has his own value. 
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Dipswitch settings dmx mode:  

 

F= FUNCTION ON   O= OFF                [  PIC. 1  ] 

Dipswitch  Function/Mode  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

F x x x x x x x x x Sound/Auto Mode 

x O O O O O O O O O Dmx, Master/Slave 

 

The L2500 series has 7 channels in dmx mode to control 

and the black-out function. To set the dipswitches on the 

laser we asign 8 channels on each laser. For laser 1 we set 

only dipswitch 1 to ON ( see pic. 1 ), for laser 2 we set 

dipswitch 1+4 to ON, laser 3 we set dipswitch 1+5 to ON, 

and so on. 

 

Dipswitch dmx value: 

 

Dipswitch Value Dipswitch Value 

1 1 6 32 

2 2 7 64 

3 4 8 128 

4 8 9 256 

5 16 10 Modus  

 

Laser          dmx-value          dipswitch ON 

1                         1                            1 

2                         9                          1+4 

3                         17                        1+5 

4                         25                        1+4+5 

And so on! 
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4-Tunnellaser Serie                     Stand Alone/Master-Slave 

 

Stand alone ( auto of sound modus ): 

Stand alone means that one laser or more then one laser is  

in auto or sound mode independet from other lasers ( see 

pic. 2 and 3 ). Set dipswitch 10 to on for sound mode, set 

dipswitch 9+10 for auto mode of the laser ( pic 2 and 3 ). 

 

Dipswitch settings sound/music mode : 

 

F= FUNCTION ON   O= OFF                [  PIC. 2  ] 

Dipswitch  Function/Mode 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

x x x x x x x x x F Sound/Auto Mode 

O O O O O O O O O x Dmx, Master/Slave 

 

Dipswitch settings auto mode: 

 

F= FUNCTION ON   O= OFF                [  PIC. 3  ] 

Dipswitch  Function/Mode 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

x x x x x x x x F F Sound/Auto Mode 

O O O O O O O O x x Dmx, Master/Slave 
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Master-Slave mode: 

In master/slave mode you can link up to 31 lasers to the 

laser in master mode. The laser in master mode controls 

the other up to 31 lasers in slave mode, you always need to 

have 1 laser in master mode and all linked lasers in slave 

mode ( see pic 4 and 5 ). 

 

Dipswitch settings master: 

 

F= FUNCTION ON   O= OFF                [  PIC. 4  ] 

Dipswitch  Function/Mode 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

x x x x x x x x F F Sound/Auto Mode 

O O O O O O O O x x Dmx, Master/Slave 

 

Music mode: switch 9 off, switch 10 on. 

Auto mode: switch 9 on, switch 10 on. 

 

Dipswitch settings slave: 

 

F= FUNCTION ON   O= OFF                [  PIC. 5  ] 

Dipswitch  Function/Mode 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

x x x x x x x x x x Sound/Auto Mode 

O O O O O O O O O O Dmx, Master/Slave 

 

Its not possible to use a dmx controller if function is set in 

music or auto mode. 
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4-Tunnellaser Serie                                     Troubleshooting 

 

1. laser does not work via dmx: 

check if the dipswitch settings are in the correct position 

2. laser does not work in Music mode (no indication light): 

      A: there is no Music or its to soft. 

      B: the sensitivity knob is off, turn it to the right to 

           increase sensitivity. 

3. in master-slave mode the slave laser( s ) do not work: 

A: check the dipswitch settings for master and slave. 

B:  check if the dmx-controller is disconnected. 

 

With any other problems you may contact your dealer, 

the company you bought the laser or our company for 

service. 
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